Thermodynamics and kinetics of bubble nucleation: simulation methodology.
The simulation of homogeneous liquid to vapor nucleation is investigated using three rare-event algorithms, boxed molecular dynamics, hybrid umbrella sampling Monte Carlo, and forward flux sampling. Using novel implementations of these methods for efficient use in the isothermal-isobaric ensemble, the free energy barrier to nucleation and the kinetic rate are obtained for a Lennard-Jones fluid at stretched and at superheated conditions. From the free energy surface mapped as a function of two order parameters, the global density and largest bubble volume, we find that the free energy barrier height is larger when projected over bubble volume. Using a regression analysis of forward flux sampling results, we show that bubble volume is a more ideal reaction coordinate than global density to quantify the progression of the metastable liquid toward the stable vapor phase and the intervening free energy barrier. Contrary to the assumptions of theoretical approaches, we find that the bubble takes on cohesive non-spherical shapes with irregular and (sometimes highly) undulating surfaces. Overall, the resulting free energy barriers and rates agree well between the methods, providing a set of complementary algorithms useful for studies of different types of nucleation events.